Seamless Nursing
Control Cami
		

A must if you are planning to nurse!

By globetrotter
It’s so great that I bought two. I will also gift it to my expectant friends.

		Great!
By Okapy
It’s perfect! It’s holding my 34-36 C-D size very nice, and smooth my figure all over (I’m 6 size dress,
ordered size M). Thank you for my returned confidence!

		
		

Brilliant camisole as well as pulling you in where
you want it to.

By Susannah
Quality pull in top- holds the breasts well without a bra- and holds everything in around the tum
region. Got loads of use out of this and is great for nursing as well as a sleep top for those hazy night
feeds. Quality material too. I was a size 10 with 34d boobs after birth- and I brought the small which
was very fitted - I could have gone for the medium really- in regards to tummy (not uncomfortable
just snug) but it was perfect on the breasts which is good for a small top- material is firm but very
stretchy on the top half and slightly stiffer on the tummy

		

Worth the money!

By C. Lowe on 21 Sep 2012
This is one of my favourite breast feeding tops, its very comfortable, and supportive enough to be
used with out a bra. Also keeps your tummy covered while feeding. I will be ordering another one!

Carriwell Seamless
Nursing Control Cami
Based on the award-winning Carriwell nursing bra,
this light, breathable camisole gently shapes and
supports your midriff for a slim, confident feel. The
easy one-handed nursing clips make for the ultimate
nursing cami.

Yoma: I like the cami, but find the bottom rides up a bit and have to pull it down every now and
again. Also, after the first wash, there were a few lint balls on it. Other than that, I like wearing it as
if it were a tank top.

Julia: Love this tank! Tucks tummy in nicely, is super comfortable and my husband highly
appreciates the decolletage! I find the support to be adequate. It’s also great for nursing in public,
because you can just lift your shirt up and your tummy stays hidden.

I really like this tank top. It fits nicely and helps tuck the tummy in! Wouldn’t mind a little more
breast support but it is easy to open while holding a baby in one hand!

Was hoping for a little more cleavage support. But love the tummy support and boob support is
better than my motherhood nursing tanks.

Carriwell Seamless Nursing Control Cami
Based on the multiple award winning Carriwell nursing bra, the light,
breathable fabric gently shapes and supports your midriff for a slim,
confident feel. The easy one-handed nursing clips make for the ultimate
nursing cami. Features adjustable straps and drop open nursing clips

RATING:
REVIEW: very slim on the body portion, suitable after pregnancy.
can’t test now as i’m 8 month pregnant.
Reviewed by AT (Singapore). Status: 8 month Pregnant

RATING:
REVIEW: Easy nursing access, good as nite wear, tummy control average & can be warm to
wear in the day.
Reviewed by FCN (Singapore). Status: Nursing a two month old

RATING:
REVIEW: Very happy with tummy control function
Reviewed by IF (Malaysia). Status: nursing
RATING:
REVIEW: A very good fit. So comfortable!
Reviewed by CYY (Singapore). Status: nursing 3mth newborn

